
PennDOT’s Strategic Recycling Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you, for allowing us to introduce the strategic recycling program or SRP for short. Throughout the presentation we will be referencing different PennDOT Publications, specifications, bulletins, and databases where recycled content material are approved for use.  If you have any questions about these references or where to find them, please reach out to us for additional information.What you see on this slide are some common recycled materials used in roadway projects:We will go into more detail about them later in the slide show. 



SRP Background 
The SRP started in 2000 and seeks recycling opportunities that recognize:
 Economic savings
 Engineering/construction advantages
 Environmental enhancement

SRP accomplishes this through:
• Reducing waste materials generated by PennDOT operations
• Review/revise existing procedures and specifications
• Evaluating performance and use opportunities
• Assessing procurement options to encourage the use

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The SRP is funded in part by landfill fees collected by PADEP and transferred to PennDOT via an inter-agency MOU. This is established in law through the PA Solid Waste Management Act.The SRP’s main goal is to identify, and identify opportunities for and encourage the substitution of recycled or recyclable materials into transportation improvement projects, where a cost or engineering benefit is recognized The SRP was initially established in June of 2000 with the objective to assist the Department in identifying, evaluating, and implementing recycling opportunities within its operations that recognize economic savings and environmental enhancement to the Commonwealth.Refer to the bullet points that explains how we accomplish this. PennDOT lab: Ultimately, we want a seat at the table to be aware of any changes that come about in real time. This will help us digest the new information quicker and be able to inform contractors so they can adjust accordingly. (Ex. RCA district memo.) 



Focus Areas

Research Specifications

Projects Outreach

Contracting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To achieve and sustain waste reduction and recycled materials use in civil engineering applications, the SRP established five "key focus areas."  These focus areas are research, specifications, projects, outreach, and contracting.  These focus areas are continuously evaluated and enhanced to reflect PennDOT's ongoing efforts to implement sound environmental management practices.�To date, this program has successfully completed and continues to pursue and promote pioneering research, specification development, demonstration projects, and outreach on waste minimization and recycled materials use throughout the Commonwealth.  Examples of how the SRP is successfully accomplishing the goals of the key focus areas are provided in the links below.



Outreach

• Collaboration with internal/external 
partners and stakeholders

• Meetings, correspondence, 
conferences, webinars

• PAPA, ASHE, NAPA, NCAT, Cargill, Allan 
Myers, Saint-Gobain, PADEP, Asphalt 
Plus

• Other state DOT’s (ex. Virginia, North 
Dakota, Delaware, Maryland)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Outreach is a critical element in identifying beneficial material use opportunities for the Department, and certainly this discussion with you is an example of our outreach efforts to make the maintenance and contracting community aware of recycled materials and this program.  The success of the SRP would not be possible without collaboration with internal and external partners and various stakeholders.To help facilitate relationships, the SRP attends many workshops/conferences and annual events that bring together experts to share the latest knowledge, expertise, and experience in development and integration of proactive environmental management systems and sustainability concepts into transportation programs. Pollution Prevention (pa.gov)



Acceptance & 
Specifications

We work with PennDOT to eliminate provisions 
that inhibit recycled materials uses and providers 
to have their products accepted using:

§ Publication 408 “Construction Specifications for 
PennDOT Projects”

§ Publication 447 “Approved Products for Lower 
Volume Roadways”

§ PennDOT Bulletin 15 Publication 5 “Qualified 
Product List”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The SRP is primarily involved with construction-related material/product specifications and special provisions.  Construction-related material specifications are maintained in Publication 408 (PDF) "Construction Specifications for PennDOT Projects" and Publication 447 (PDF) "Approved Products for Lower Volume Roadways."  Special provisions are maintained electronically in the PennDOT Engineering and Construction Management System (ECMS); PennDOT does not maintain a hardcopy format.As stated earlier, we work with the Materials Lab to assist with any overlap in data or findings that we have from our research and outreach. Sharing the data with the lab is essential as it helps to keep them informed and having such transparency helps foster a more productive working relationship. Think of us as an extension of PennDOT and not a separate entity. Available to assist in field testing, specification or networking. PennDOT bulletin 15 Pub 5 is the Qualified Product list for construction. (Mention Asphalt Plus LLC and their product trying to get through the application process to use more rubber in wet mix process).Briefly mention the rails to trails meeting, siting areas of lower volume roads to utilize the excess recycled material that is stored in the commonwealth. Pollution Prevention (pa.gov)



Research
• Support manufacturers applying for product 

evaluation 
• Discover and test new products/technologies 

that address prior concerns/limitations
• Reviewing/modifying other state DOT 

specifications for use by PennDOT 
• Monitor and report pilot performance 
• Review university, TRB, and other’s research on 

beneficial reuse and newer technologies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once a new product has been approved (conditional or unconditional) for use in Commonwealth transportation projects and the associated use specification or special provision has been defined, the SRP may also aid with initiating a demonstration project or as an informational liaison to statewide districts or municipal personnel.Since the inception of the SRP, the program has aided with research of many recycled materials which you saw earlier in the presentation.Want to feel like an extension of the lab to help find move processes forward and faster. Explain the findings from our field work from JD Eckman and their use of RCA.



Approved Recycled 
Materials
Recycled Asphalt 
Pavement (RAP)

Reclaimed Portland 
Cement Concrete 
(RPCC) 

Recycled Concrete 
Aggregate (RCA)

Reclaimed Asphalt 
Manufacturer 
Shingles (RAS)

Tire Derived Rubber

Bottom Ash

Crushed Glass

Asphalt shingles

Fly Ash

Blown Glass

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the recycled or recyclable materials that the SRP has or continues to assess opportunities for use by PennDOT. One of our current efforts is revisiting working with PAPA and District 6 to assess Cold Central Plant Recycling construction technique on higher use roads.I should also mention that the temporary I-95 bridge collapse used AeroAggregates’s blown glass ultra light weight fill for the repair.  This product was promoted by the SRP, assessed by PennDOT and found to be highly effective in some construction applications. 



Reclaimed 
Asphalt 
Pavement 
(RAP)

• Reprocessed pavement containing asphalt and other 
aggregates. 

• In 2018 report NAPA identified there was 
approximately 110.3 million tons of RAP that was 
stockpiled throughout the country. 

• Only 21.1% is reutilized back into roadways.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of our current challenges is making better use of RAP generated by PennDOT projects.  A 2018 NAPA report identifies there is significant RAP stockpiles in the US.  We have also observed that PennDOT has some, but more typically establishes that upon milling, the contractor ‘owns’ the RAP.  And frankly , since 2017, the reuse of RAP nationwide has diminished. And this is understandable because typically PennDOT accepts 20%, and maybe 30% RAP use in new paving.  Why?  Is the concern the performance of asphalt with higher concentrations?  But can’t modifiers or techniques allow for higher percentages on higher volume roads? 



RAP 
(continued)

• PennDOT cooperated with PAPA to use 50% on low 
volume roads. Which are roads with less than 
15,000 vehicles a day.

• What are some practices to increase the use of RAP 
and help mitigate the amount of RAP stockpiles in 
the commonwealth? 

• Where are areas where we can showcase a road 
with 35%, 40%, or even 50% RAP that aren’t 
considered low volume. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I mentioned earlier that we are working with PAPA to scope and implement CCRP  through a STIC demonstration project.  CCRP used 100% RAP, fewer resources, less energy, fewer GHG emissions, and is reported to save cost less – all without compromising long-term or ride performance.   And VDOT used this technique on I-81 and I-64.  This sounds like a win-win to use.And there are other techniques such as Cold In Place asphalt (CIP) paving or the use of modifiers, some that are manufactured using recycled materials, that account for higher percentages of RAP in the mix. We have also approached the Delaware valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) that managed several hundred miles of multi-use trails that are paved with asphalt to consider higher RAP percentages.  Why not trial 100% RAP on a trail to help demonstrate this recycling?Will this amend how RAP is used?  I mean – it is an asset. 



Projects

• Work with Districts, municipalities, and 
other state agencies to implement pilots

• Four paving projects that are/will use 
recycled plastic modifier 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once a new product has been approved (conditional or unconditional) for use in Commonwealth transportation projects and the associated use specification or special provision has been defined, the SRP may also aid with initiating a demonstration project or as an informational liaison to statewide districts or municipal personnel.Since the inception of the SRP, the program has aided with research of many recycled materials which you saw earlier in the presentation.Want to feel like an extension of the lab to help find move processes forward and faster. Explain the findings from our field work from JD Eckman and their use of RCA.



Ridley 
Creek 

State Park

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One such application is a collaboration with Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) where we paved control and test sections of South Sandy Flash Road using a recycled plastic asphalt modifier manufactured by NVI Advanced Materials Group.  This was unique because it includes sampling for microplastics – something that we had high confidence that would not be detected as the plastics are chemically altered and thoroughly blended within the asphalt binder.And we worked with Penn State, PADEP, and US EPA to select a sampling and analytical method to assess microplastics release.  After 4 years, I am pleased to report that:The asphalt is performing well and consistent with the control section, andThere have been no microplastics detected in our sampling



Contracting
•Look at contracting differently

a shared risk and reward 

•Understand where recycled      
materials impact construction
both positive and negative

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contracting plays a role in all key focus areas of the SRP, and yet it is likely the area that we have the least impact.How are materials generated by construction recycled?  On the job or another?  Sold to a third party?  Used by the contractor on another job?  Where are other recycled materials routinely used by contractors that are not required by the specifications but are an accepted business practice?Are there technologies that contractor would like to try/use if there was some agreement with PennDOT for performance?    I mean, PennDOT construction specifications are not performance specs – they are a recipe.  Would a performance spec allow for greater innovation?  Let me give you an example, and PAPA might not want to hear this, as it has do with reclaimed concrete aggregate – that PennDOT limited the use in Pub 408 because tufa and high pH discharge from under drains.  Can we engineer a solution?  Can we place some of the use burden on the contractor if they want to use it?   I mean, they benefit from the use as they can bid the project at a lower price.  Maybe this is they are responsible for tufa and pH mitigation for 3 years after placement?  Is this acceptable?



My Ask
The SRP can provide funding for necessary equipment/materials and project assistance.  
The purchased equipment/material must incorporate a recycled content or result in a reduction 
of landfilled waste.  
Examples include:

Waste Plastic Rubber RAP
Trex Lumber Traffic Drums Any maintenance use, 

that reduces burdens on 
landfill

Picnic Tables/Benches Aggregate for Embankments and 
Structural Backfill

A method or mean to 
increase the useHDPE Drainage Piping Sound Reduction Devices

Speed Bump/Stops Guiderail Blocks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What am I concluding here?Recycled materials uses have a place and benefits can be recognized – lower costs, resource preservation, lower GHG emissions, and perhaps others.But we cannot compromise lifecycle or safety.  Sure – we all have stories on safety – like the glass cullet in asphalt.I want to ask any of you – if there is a product, a technique, a technology, and improvement to a spec or otherwise that would enable or streamline a recycled product use – to let me know.  Conversely, if there is a recycled material that you do NOT want to use, that you had a bad experience using – also let me know as lessons learned or root cause may be helpful.   We all know that it takes a much greater effort to overcome a negative perception.  And this bad experience story is shared.  Pretty soon, we all hear about somebody’s bad experience.  Frankly, the experience was true – but there could be conditions that contributed to the ‘failure’ that can be eliminated.



Request Funding
Within PennDOT, we might be able to support 
the purchase of a recycled project.  A funding 
request including the following elements must 
be submitted to the PADEP:

• Description of the equipment/material 
(including recycled content)

• Where it will be used

• Total cost

• Any additional applicable information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you find you are within PennDOT, we might be able to fund the purchase of recycled product or materials for a project – or for a facility.Examples include recycled plastic drum spill pallats, picnic tables, or a product used for a construction project. 



Thank You
 David P. Condo, PhD
 PennDOT, Bureau of Operations
Maintenance Technical Leadership Division
Phone: 717.772.0831 
Email: dcondo@pa.gov

Jeffrey C. Obrecht, PG 
RK&K
Senior Program Leader, EH&S Services
Phone: 484-322-2813
Email: jobrecht@rkk.com 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for allowing us to introduce the SRP.  As shown on this slide, to contact the SRP for materials and product funding requests please contact Dave Condo at PennDOT’s central office. If you or your District have an innovative idea or are seeking additional information on a recycled material/process/product contact Jeffery at RK&K.
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